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1. Sostre Cívic: the path towards a new housing accessibility
model

Sostre Cívic: cooperative, affordable, collaborative and sustainable housing.

Sostre Cívic is an organisation that was born in 2004 whose objective is to promote an

alternative housing model, fairer and more accessible, not-for-profit, non-speculative and

transformative. Currently is made of more than 1000 members and is inspired by the

Canadian coopératives d’habitation locative, the Uruguayan FUCVAM or the Danish Andel

Cooperatives before they were liberalised.

In Sostre Cívic we promote the right to use housing cooperatives, a housing accessibility

model that, unlike the traditional cooperative housing model, keeps the collective property

beyond the development phase and contemplates a communal living.

In this way, Sostre Cívic, a social developer that takes the form of a non-profit cooperative,

does not come to an end once the construction or refurbishment has been done and instead

keeps the property of the dwellings indefinitely. In this manner, individual profit and

speculation is avoided and contributes to create a social and affordable housing stock in the

long term.

Sostre Cívic assigns and grants the right to use of the dwellings to the members that will live
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there. These members make an initial contribution (returnable in case the person stops living

in the dwelling) and pays a monthly fee, similar to rent. These fees are directly related to the

cost of acquisition, maintenance and functioning of the cooperative housing project, and

have nothing to do with the situation in the real estate market. Thus, dwellings are generated

below market prices.

Summarising, this model considers housing as a usable good, not a profitable or investable

good. Members of the cooperative can enjoy it indefinitely, allowing them to develop their

own life project in the long term attached to the territory.

Self-development, sustainability and collaborative housing:

Housing cooperatives are organised in groups that design their own buildings

(self-development) and permits to reduce part of the costs. Likewise, they decide the

services and common spaces they want to share, such as laundry rooms, library or living

rooms, facilitating communal living.

The self-development process itself makes it possible for the group to implement

environmental sustainability, energy efficiency and consumption reduction. Besides, life in a

community with shared values reinforces intercooperation within the social and solidarity

economy: every service contracted in the development of the dwellings comes from the

Catalan social market: insurances, architecture, supplies, etc.

On top of that, Sostre Cívic enabled and supported the creation of a new cooperative, La

Constructiva, dedicated to the management of services related to the construction and

refurbishing of right to use dwellings. The aim is to provide alternatives from the social and

solidarity economy to the construction sector, including criteria such as sustainability,

transparency and social responsibility.
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2. Our origins

In 2004, Sostre Cívic was constituted to promote the right to use housing cooperatives,

which at that time were almost nonexistent both in Catalonia and the rest of the Spanish

State. Nevertheless, they had a long history in other countries such as Quebec (around 1% of

the total housing stock), Uruguay (3%), Denmark (8%) or Switzerland (8%).

Sostre Cívic was not only born to confront the hegemonic housing access model in

Catalonia, but also was reflected in other international experiences that acknowledged the

political-economic problem of housing affordability. Ever since we began a long term

background work to promote the model and prove its feasibility in our country. Ten years

later the outcome was visible, when we signed an agreement with Barcelona’s City Council to

constitute the right to use of a land plot where we would build social housing in a publicly

owned site. By that time we had already constituted the cooperative, apart from the original

association.

From the beginning, the right to use housing cooperative model has grown even during

crises, overcoming challenges such as its small scale, underfunding and the pandemic.The

housing cooperative’s purpose is to promote housing projects considering every phase of

the process and accomplish the cohesion among groups, community life, funding,

sustainability and impact in the environment. This growth is a consequence of the beliefs

and trust people placed in projects of this kind and indicates that our society needs to

redesign the dominant housing model. In Sostre Cívic, we advocate for citizens’

self-organisation so that they can cover their needs and transform both the way they

cohabitate and the access to housing.
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3. Activity lines

Sostre Cívic is currently composed by more than 1000 members that make possible to

promote cooperative housing projects and disseminate the model through the following:

● Spread and disseminate the alternative housing model we are working for through

talks, events, production of informative materials and management of

communication channels.

● Promote the right to use housing cooperatives supporting and guiding people and

projects in their search of estate - buildings or land plots - and responding to the

demands and collaboration proposals by city councils and other institutions.

● Empower members of the cooperative offering training and sharing spaces.

● Work collaboratively with organisations belonging to the social and solidarity

economy.

● Have a political impact on the public administrations so as to drive policy changes

that facilitate the development of the right to use housing cooperatives.

As a result, in the past few years we have achieved an exponential growth in the right to use

housing cooperatives: starting with the 6 dwellings that Sostre Cívic had in 2018, it now

holds more than 200 that find themselves in different stages of development: 52 already

living, 20 building, 11 refurbishing and 109 in project phase.
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4. Projects

ONGOING PROJECTS

Princesa49

Dwellings 5 Total budget 375.695€

Dwellers 5 Avg initial contribution 9000€

Starting year 2014 Monthly fee 600€

Land owner Ajuntament de Barcelona, 75 years grant. Gross floor area 573 m2

Type of

construction

Refurbishment Avg m2 per dwelling 60 m2

It is located in the gentrified neighbourhood of El Born, downtown Barcelona and it is the first

right to use housing cooperative in the city

La Balma

Dwellings 20 Total budget 3.237.147€

Dwellers 33 Avg initial contribution 31.000€

Starting year 2016 Monthly fee 600€

Land owner Ajuntament de Barcelona, 75 years grant. Gross floor area 2349 m2

Type of

construction

New wooden building Avg m2 per dwelling 60 m2

La Balma together with La Borda, are the biggest housing cooperatives of Barcelona and it

was the first to begin the construction in the empty plots leased by the City Council of

Barcelona.
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Cirerers

Dwellings 28 Total budget 4.321.871€

Dwellers 31 Avg initial contribution 27.600€

Starting year 2016 Monthly fee To be determined

Land owner Ajuntament de Barcelona, 75 years grant. Gross floor area 2596 m2

Type of

construction

New wooden building Avg m2 per dwelling 45 m2

The members of the project belong to different family models and come from different

backgrounds, but common interests, the willingness to live in collaborative spaces and the

search for respectful ways of life - both with people and the environment - unites the group.

Currently, it is the highest wooden building in Spain, made of 7 floors.

Cal Paler Nou (Cardedeu)

Dwellings 27 Total budget 6.705.000€

Dwellers 30 Avg initial contribution 26.300€

Starting year 2018 Monthly fee To be determined

Land owner Private property Gross floor area 5224 m2

Type of

construction

New building Avg m2 per dwelling 48 m2

It is a collective cohabitation project in a building constructed on private land in Cardedeu.

Cal Paler Nou is a pioneer in the country because it is the first project of these features that

is being built on private land, which will be withdrawn from the speculative market thanks to

the Tornassol financing campaign launched in 2018. Sostre Cívic emitted participative

securities valued at 500€ each which enabled the investor to yield their money while helping

to materialise the project.
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Clau Mestra (Sant Cugat)

Dwellings 11 Total budget 1.248.330€

Dwellers 12 Avg initial contribution 9.000€

Starting year 2014 Monthly fee To be determined

Land owner Ajuntament de Sant Cugat, cessió 75 anys Gross floor area 871 m2

Type of

construction

Refurbishing and wooden enlargement Avg m2 per dwelling 48 m2

After the desertion and worsening situation of the Les Casetes dels Mestres de Sant Cugat

(The Houses of the Teachers of Sant Cugat), that historically accommodated the teachers in

the area, the neighbours mobilised to demand the city council to repair them and use as

social housing. With the neighbourhood’s support, the group “Colectiu 6 Claus” occupied the

dwellings as a way to pressure the city council in 2014. One year later the occupation ended

as a result of an agreement and signing of the conditions that permitted the development of

the right to use housing cooperatives. One of the 11 spaces will be opened to the

neighbourhood so as to support local initiatives.

First refusal and pre-emptive rights: Mur (Martorell), Palafrugell and L'Hospitalet

Executive Order 1/2015 permits the regional and local governments and social developers such

as Sostre Cívic to exercise the right of first refusal and pre-emptive rights. Thus, they have

preference buying dwellings from foreclosure proceedings. On the one hand, Martorell has been

the first city where the cooperative has acquired the whole building by exercising the

aforementioned rights. The Catalan Housing Office considered Sostre Cívic a social developer,

permitting it to make use of the right of first refusal and pre-emptive rights. The acquisition of

the building was also possible thanks to the financing of Fiare Banca Ética. On the other hand,

Palafrugell has also been obtained exercising the same rights and fruit of an agreement with the

city council so that the dwellings satisfy the demand for social housing. In Hospitalet del

Llobregat a similar project is ongoing.

SEED GROUPS

Some of the members of Sostre Cívic group themselves to jointly and actively participate in

the cooperative and search for an estate, either a building or a plot of land, the cornerstone
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of the cooperative housing project. These groups are in the very beginning of the process

and find themselves in a group cohesion phase, while setting the place where they will live.

People in seed groups can group according to their age, geographical area, shared interests,

municipality or neighborhood.

https://sostrecivic.coop/grups-llavor/

SENIOR PROJECTS

Senior cooperative housing is understood as a collective response to tackle loneliness and

isolation, one of the most serious problems the elderly face currently. The aim of this model

is to make it possible for each of the members to fulfill themselves independently while

feeling active and contributing both to the group he/she/they belong to and society. It does

not only allow an active, shared and creative ageing but also provides the necessary services

and equipment for the dwellers that need health services, as the building is fully adapted for

this purpose, including a care facility.

Walden XXI

Dwellings About 31, to be determined Total budget 7.239.212€

Dwellers -- Avg initial contribution 45.000€

Starting year 2018 Monthly fee To be determined

Land owner Private property Gross floor area -- m2

Type of

construction

Refurbishing Avg m2 per dwelling -- m2

Walden XXI is a group of people between 55 and 70 years old that are developing a senior

cooperative housing in Sant Feliu de Guíxols (Costa Brava).It is the first senior cooperative

housing in Catalonia, advancing in a solidary, collaborative, sustainable and affordable

alternative to commercial nursing homes that make profit from ageing. Currently, they are

about to begin the construction of 31 dwellings.
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Can 70 is a group of elderly that are in their first steps to create a right to use housing

cooperative, this is, an alternative to the current ageing model. They began in 2015, when

they asked the administration for a space in Barcelona or neighbouring municipalities. Once

they get it, the project will set out and allow them to live in a soliday and collaborative way

and improve the capacity to grow old in an autonomous and healthy manner. The group is

made of approximately 20 people, mostly women, between 55 and 70 years old.
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5.Summary

Collective property of the building Sostre Cívic keeps the collective property of the

building indefinitely and the cooperative is not dissolved once the development is
finished.

Right to use The cooperative grants the right to use to its members in exchange for an initial
contribution (returnable in case the person stops living in the dwelling) and a monthly fee, similar
to rent.

Self-development and community life Members are organised in groups made of
future dwellers that design their own buildings, with the appropriate technical support, and
choose what common spaces they want  (laundry room, library,...). They make it possible to take
advantage of satisfactory co-living, once the group has got to know each other and brought
together.

Affordable Housing Access to housing happens below market prices thanks to the cost
reductions self-development facilitates.

Non-speculative Housing In the current economic order, housing can be treated as a
capital good as its price tends to grow over time, relegating the “right to housing” to the
backstage. Instead, the right to use housing cooperatives reinforce the use value of dwellings
and avoid speculation.

Self-management and co-responsibility Housing cooperatives allow each group to
decide to what extent they want to engage and assume internally the development of the
dwellings and what tasks they want to externalise and contract professionals.

Territorial roots Community building generates interpersonal bonds between members that
join people among themselves and to the territory.

Sustainability, environmental footprint and energy efficiency People in a
cooperative housing project participate in the design process of the building. It allows members
to make more sustainable decisions so as to ensure energy efficiency.

Social market and intercooperation Right to use housing cooperatives are part of
the social market, facilitating access to housing based in the values of the social and solidarity
economy (SSE).1

Senior projects To promote an active ageing and provide a collective response to loneliness
by sharing care work.

More than 1000 members 50 already co-living and 200 in projects at advanced stages.

1 Solidarity economy considers a new way of producing, distributing and consuming , and represents a
feasible and sustainable alternative to satisfy the individual and global (Xarxa d'Economia Solidària)
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6. Reach out!

Visit our website:

https://sostrecivic.coop/

Contact us via email:

info@sostrecivic.cat

Find out more and get updated of our work and activities through
our social media.

@sostrecivic

@sostrecivic

@sostrecivic

References
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